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ABBREVIATIONS

Bayley-2 Bayley Scales of Infant Devel-

opment, Second Edition

Bayley-3 Bayley Scales of Infant and

Toddler Development, Third

Edition

CLC Cognitive and Language Com-

posite

MDI Mental Developmental Index

mMC Modified Motor Composite

PDI Psychomotor Developmental

Index

AIM Neuroprotection trials for neonatal encephalopathy use moderate or severe disability as

an outcome, with the Bayley Scales of Infant Development, Second Edition (Bayley-2) Index

scores of <70 as part of the criteria. The Bayley Scales of Infant and Toddler, 3rd

Development, Third Edition (Bayley-3) have superseded Bayley-2 and yield higher than

expected scores in typically developing and high-risk infants. The aim of this study, therefore,

was to compare Bayley-2 scores and Bayley-3 scores in term-born infants surviving neonatal

encephalopathy treated with hypothermia.

METHOD Sixty-one term-born infants (37 males, 24 females; median gestational age at birth

40wks, range 36–42wks; median birthweight 3280g, range 2295–5050) following neonatal

encephalopathy and hypothermia had contemporaneous assessment at 18 months using the

Bayley-2 and Bayley-3.

RESULTS The median Bayley-3 Cognitive Composite score was 7 points higher than the

median Bayley-2 Mental Developmental Index (MDI) score and the median Bayley-3 Motor

Composite score was 18 points higher than the median Bayley-2 Psychomotor

Developmental Index (PDI) score. Ten children had a Bayley-2 MDI of <70; only three children

had Bayley-3 combined Cognitive/Language scores of <70. Eleven children had Bayley-2 PDI

scores of <70 and four had modified Bayley-3 Motor Composite scores of <70. Applying

regression equations to Bayley-3 scores adjusted rates of severe delay to similar proportions

found using Bayley-2 scores.

INTERPRETATION Fewer children were classified with severe delay using the Bayley-3 than

the Bayley-2, which prohibits direct comparison of scores. Increased Bayley-3 cut-off

thresholds for classifying severe disability are recommended when comparing studies in this

clinical group using Bayley-2 scores.

Clinical trials of neuroprotection for infants with moderate
or severe neonatal encephalopathy have used death and
severe disability as composite trial outcomes at 18 months,
with the Bayley Scales of Infant Development, Second Edi-
tion (Bayley-2)1 Index scores of <70 as part of the criteria
for moderate and/or severe disability.2–4 Hypothermia is
now a standard treatment for infants with neonatal enceph-
alopathy5 but clinical trials are on-going to refine this
treatment and evaluate additional interventions to enhance
neural rescue.6–8 The Bayley Scales of Infant and Toddler
Development, Third Edition (Bayley-3)9 were published in
2006, following extensive updating and restructuring. It is
anticipated that in ongoing neuroprotection studies of neo-
natal encephalopathy, Bayley-3 scores will replace Bayley-2
scores in the criteria for defining disability and, thereby,
the outcome of trials.

Recent studies comparing the Bayley-2 and Bayley-3
report higher than expected scores using the Bayley-3,10–16

leading to the suggestion that the Bayley-3 underestimates
developmental delay compared to the Bayley-2. The large
study using the National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development’s Research Network comparing the
outcome of extremely preterm infants (gestational age
<26wks) at two different time periods (Bayley-2 during
2006–2007 vs Bayley-3 during 2008–2011), concluded that
Bayley-3 identified significantly fewer children with devel-
opmental delay.14 Two studies have compared Bayley-2
and Bayley-3 cognitive and language development scores in
typically developing term and preterm infants from which
conversion algorithms have been derived to assist with
direct comparison of the scores.13,16 Fewer studies have
investigated differences in motor scores between Bayley-2
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and Bayley-3, but higher than expected Bayley-3 motor
scores have also been found when compared to Bayley-2
equivalent scores.10,12,14,15 As only one study has compared
the Bayley-3 with a term control group,11 it is not yet clear
whether the Bayley-3 overestimates and or whether the
Bayley-2 underestimates performance. However, in order
to compare outcomes in neuroprotection trials, it is impor-
tant to know how the two different editions of the test
function in the range of moderate to severe delay. Further-
more, term infants with neonatal encephalopathy have a
different spectrum of neurodevelopment with a high risk of
severe motor and cognitive disability.17,18 In treatment tri-
als where all infants have a high risk of developmental
impairment, it is particularly important to know how
assessments function in the range of moderate to severe
delay (<70) as disability may not be prevented in all its
grades, but may be lessened in severity with improved
functional ability. To date, to our knowledge, there has
been no comparative study between Bayley-2 and Bayley-3
scores in infants with neonatal encephalopathy.

Our aims in this study were to (1) compare Bayley-2
Index scores with corresponding Bayley-3 Composite
scores in a well-defined cohort of infants following neona-
tal encephalopathy; (2) investigate the effect of a cut-off
threshold of <70 on the proportions of infants classified
with severe delay at 18 months; and (3) derive conversion
equations to enable estimation of Bayley-2 scores from
Bayley-3 scores and vice versa.

METHOD
Study participants were term, newborn infants with neona-
tal encephalopathy, considered to be hypoxic–ischaemic in
origin, born between February 2007 and September 2010
and treated with whole body therapeutic hypothermia in a
single neonatal intensive care unit. Infants fulfilled the
entry criteria for therapeutic hypothermia as used in the
CoolCap4 and TOBY trials2 and had a developmental
assessment at a mean (SD) age of 18.4 (0.5) months. Eigh-
teen months was selected as the age for assessment as all
large cooling trials have examined the children at this time
point.19 Combined Bayley-2 and Bayley-3 assessments at
18 months were completed in the recommended maximum
of 90 minutes9 before this investigation. The local research
ethics committee approved the study and informed
parental consent was obtained for each patient.

Each participant was assessed in a single session by one
assessor proficient in the administration of both versions of
the assessment. The Bayley-3 Cognitive, Language, and
Motor Scales were administered in accordance with Bay-
ley-3 instructions with individual extra items specific to
Bayley-2 (Mental and Motor scales) interspersed as judged
appropriate for each individual child in order to maximize
motivation and minimize fatigue. Many items were com-
mon to both versions of the test. Items that were similar
but that had differences in administration, were presented
in accordance with Bayley-3 instructions. Items were
scored according to the instructions of each version of the

test. The Bayley-3 individual start, reversal, and discon-
tinue rules and Bayley-2 basal and ceiling scoring criteria
were adhered to. English was spoken at home for all par-
ticipants. Interrater agreement in 10 children from video
recordings was 97%. These 10 children were representative
of the total cohort both in terms of range of ability, the
number of items administered per child and time taken to
complete assessment (see Appendix S1, online supporting
information). The mean of the two total scores for the 10
children was used in analysis.

For both the Bayley-2 and Bayley-3 the raw score is the
number of test items credited as passed. The Bayley-3 has
more test items, which the infant may attempt at a given
age, than the Bayley-2. Raw scores are used to produce
Bayley-2 Mental Developmental Index (MDI) and Psycho-
motor Developmental Index (PDI) scores. The Bayley-3
generates distinct Cognitive Composite, Language Com-
posite, and Motor Composite scores from raw scores but
with an intermediate step involving a scaled score for Cog-
nition, Receptive Language, Expressive Language, Fine
Motor, and Gross Motor. Figure 1 describes differences in
item placement between the two editions of the Scales.

Data handling
Seventy-five of 87 (86%) infants with neonatal encephalop-
athy treated with hypothermia survived to 18 months.
Eight (11%) of these were followed up elsewhere. Com-
plete assessment was not possible in three children; one
child could not be encouraged to participate and was later
diagnosed with an autistic spectrum disorder, complete
testing equipment was not available on the day of assess-
ment for another child, and one child was assessed using
the mental and cognitive items only because of time
restrictions. Three children scored below the scoring
threshold on both the Bayley-2 and Bayley-3 scales and
were, therefore, not included in this analysis. Five children
scored above the basal threshold on the Bayley-3 Cognitive
Composite score but scored <50 on the Bayley-2 MDI and
four children scored above the basal threshold on the Bay-
ley-3 Motor Composite but scored <50 on the Bayley-2
PDI. Extrapolated index values down to 29 derived from
the Bayley-2 standardized population as described by
Robinson and Mervis20 were obtained for these children in
order to explore fully the relationship in children of the
lowest ability. Therefore, complete Bayley-2 and Bayley-3
scores were available for 61 children.

In order to control for differences in item placement
between tests, Bayley-2 PDI scores were compared with Bay-
ley-3 Motor Composite scores as well as with a modified Bay-
ley-3 Motor Composite score (mMC). The mMC weighted

What this paper adds
• Bayley-3 scores in term infants with neonatal encephalopathy at 18 months

were higher than contemporaneously obtained Bayley-2 scores.

• Bayley-3 scores reduced proportions of infants classified with severe disabil-
ity.

• Changes to cut-off thresholds and conversion equations to facilitate test
comparison for this cohort are suggested.
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Bayley-3 Gross and Fine Motor scores in similar proportions
to the Bayley-2 PDI. The Bayley-2 MDI was compared with
the mean of Bayley-3 Cognitive and Language Composite
(CLC) scores as well as with Bayley-3 Cognitive Composite
and Language Composite score scores individually. Exact
score modifications are described in Appendix S2 (online sup-
porting information). Bayley-2 and Bayley-3 standardized
scores of <70 (2SD below normative mean)1,9 were investi-
gated as this is the cut-off threshold used to define severe dis-
ability in large neuroprotection trials.2,4

Statistical analysis
Both median and mean Bayley-2 Index and Bayley-3 Scaled
Composite scores were calculated for the children scoring
above the basal threshold for both test editions. We regard
the median as an appropriate measure of location in empir-
ical distributions such as in this investigation, especially as
some of the distributions are non-symmetrical.21 However,
as the data is only minimally skewed, mean (SD) values are
also reported to permit comparisons with previous studies
and parametic methods also used to further examine the
relationship between scores.

Pearson’s r correlation was used to examine the relation-
ship between the Bayley-2 and modified and conventional
Bayley-3 standardized scores for all children with complete
scores (n=61).

Linear regression analysis using SPSS software, version 18
(IBM Corporation, New York, NY, USA) was used to
determine the regression equation to estimate Bayley-2
scores from Bayley-3 scores and vice versa. Regression
coefficients are presented with 95% confidence intervals
(CI) of the residuals and the level of significance was
p=0.05.

RESULTS
Full clinical details of the 61 children (37 males, 24 females;
median gestational age at birth 40wks, range 36–42wks) with
complete Bayley-2 and Bayley-3 scores at 18 months are
shown in Table I.

In those children scoring above the basal scoring thresh-
old in both test editions, the median Bayley-3 Cognitive
Composite score was higher than the Bayley-2 MDI (100
vs 93) as was Bayley-3 Language Composite score (97 vs
93; Table II). Figure 2 shows the scatter plot of the rela-
tionship between Bayley-2 MDI and Bayley-3 CLC scores
for all children (n=61). Combining the separate cognitive
and language scores from the Bayley-3 produced the
strongest correlation with Bayley-2 (Pearson’s r=0.96;
Table III). The relationship was linear (relevant regression
equation given in Fig. 2) with Bayley-3 scores higher than
Bayley-2 scores. Severe disability cut-off thresholds at 70
and at the Bayley-3 score point of intersection with the
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regression line are indicated. Of the 10 infants with Bay-
ley-2 MDI scores of <70, only three of the 10 had Bayley-
3 CLC scores of <70. The point of intersection with the
regression line occurs at 85. Using a Bayley-3 cut-off <85
instead of <70, nine of 10 the infants are scored as having
severe cognitive/language impairment by both the Bayley-2
and Bayley-3. The relationship between Bayley-3 CLC
versus Bayley-2 MDI scores has a slightly different regres-
sion line resulting in a slightly higher Bayley-3 CLC of 87
being equivalent to Bayley-2 MDI of 70 (Appendix S3
online supporting information).

The median Bayley-3 Motor Composite score was higher
than Bayley-2 PDI score (103 vs 85; Table II). The scatter
plot in Figure 3 shows the relationship between the Bayley-
2 PDI score and Bayley-3 mMC. The Bayley-2 PDI had a
stronger correlation with the Bayley-3 mMC (Pearson’s
r=0.93) than conventional Bayley-3 Motor Composite score
(Table III). The relationship was linear (relevant regression
equation given in Figure 3) with Bayley-3 scores higher
than Bayley-2 scores. Severe disability cut-off thresholds at
70 and at the Bayley-3 score point of intersection with the
regression line are indicated. Of the 11 infants with Bayley-
2 PDI scores <70, only four had a Bayley-3 mMC score of
<70. By increasing the Bayley-3 cut-off to 85 (at the point
of intersection with Bayley-2 PDI of 70) nine out of 11
infants are scored as having severe motor impairment by
both Bayley-2 and Bayley-3. The relationship between the
Bayley-3 mMC versus the Bayley-2 PDI again has a slightly
different regression line resulting in a marginally higher
Bayley-3 mMC of 86 being equivalent to a Bayley-2 PDI of
70 (see Appendix S3).

Using the relevant equations from regression analysis
(Table III), the resulting estimated Bayley-2 Index and
Bayley-3 Composite scores were found to classify infants
in similar proportions to the original observed Bayley
scores (Table IV).

DISCUSSION
In term infants surviving neonatal encephalopathy the pro-
portion of infants classified as having severe developmental
delay was markedly reduced when Bayley-3 scores replaced
Bayley-2 scores. Even when modified Bayley-3 scores were
used to accommodate differences in item placement
between the two tests, the proportion of infants classified
with severe delay was still reduced from 16% to 5% for
cognitive/language scores and from 18% to 7% for motor
scores using the Bayley-3. Our cohort of cooled infants had
lower mortality (14%) than in previous cooling trials.2–4

Also, fewer infants had Bayley-2 scores of <70 (approxi-
mately 20% including the three children who scored below
the extrapolated score threshold of 29). Good outcomes for
hypothermia are not unexpected in a single centre cohort
and, therefore, our Bayley-2 developmental outcomes can
be considered representative of this clinical group.

Table II: Bayley-2 Index and Bayley-3 Composite and scaled scores (chil-
dren scoring above the basal score threshold of each test)

Bayley-2 and Bayley-3 scores
Median
(range) Mean (SD)

Bayley-2 Mental Developmental Indexa 93 (50–121) 91 (17)
Bayley-3 Cognitive Compositea 100 (65–125) 102 (12.3)
Bayley-3 Language Compositea 97 (68–135) 99 (14.3)
Bayley-3 Cognitive and Language
Compositea

100 (74–122) 100 (12)

Bayley-2 Psychomotor Developmental
Indexb

85 (59–107) 85 (12.5)

Bayley-3 Motor Compositeb 103 (76–124) 101 (12.6)
Bayley-3 modified Motor Compositeb 99 (76–121) 98 (11.6)
Bayley-3 Gross Motor Scaled Scoreb 9 (4–11) 9 (2)
Bayley-3 Fine Motor Scaled Scoreb 12 (4–17) 11 (2.9)

an=57; bn=56. BSID, Bayley Scales of Infant Development.

Table I: Clinical characteristics of assessed cohorta

Characteristic Median (range)

Gestation at birth (wks) 40 (36–42)
Sex M/F, n 37/24
Birthweight (g) 3280 (2295–5050)
Cord pH 7.04 (6.67–7.32)b

Cord base excess (mmol/L) �12.65 (�30 to �1.8)b

Apgar score at 10min 7 (0–10)b

an=61. bData missing for one child. M, male; F, female.
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Figure 2: Bayley-2 Mental Developmental Index (MDI) scores versus
Bayley-3 combined Cognitive and Language Composite (CLC) score
(n=61). Solid line represents line of regression �49.476 + (1.399) 9 Bay-
ley-3 CLC and the dotted line represents confidence intervals 1SD (6.166)
of the residuals. On the y-axis the red line at 70 indicates the cut-off
value for Bayley-2 MDI below which infants are classified as having
severe developmental delay (�2SD from the normal mean value of 100).
On the x-axis both 70 and 85 are marked with red lines. Only 3 children
are classified with severe delay using Bayley-3 <70 as a cut-off. Bayley-3
<85 and Bayley-2 <70, classify the same infants (except one) as having
severe developmental delay. For more accurate estimation of Bayley-2
MDI from Bayley-3 CLC, conversion equations from regression analysis
can be applied.
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Our findings confirm previous work in different popula-
tions that the Bayley-3 identifies fewer children with scores
of <70 than the Bayley-210,13,14 and prohibits the direct com-
parison of developmental outcome data using different ver-
sions of the Bayley assessment in infants with neonatal
encephalopathy treated with hypothermia. Outcome data
from neuroprotection interventions assessed with Bayley-3
may have artefactually better results compared with the same
intervention in published studies assessed using the Bayley-2.

Including PDI and MDI scores down to 30 extrapolated
from the Bayley-2 standardization sample in the regression

analysis allowed exploration of scores at the severely
delayed end of the spectrum. Bayley-2 score comparisons
with modified Bayley-3 scores provided the strongest cor-
relation between scores because modified Bayley-3 scores
take account of the differences in item placement between
the two tests. Confirmation of this can been seen as apply-
ing regression equations restored estimated scores to simi-
lar proportions found using observed scores (Table IV). In
our cohort of infants following neonatal encephalopathy,
modified Bayley-3 scores of <85 classified similar propor-
tions of infants with severe developmental delay as was the
case using Bayley-2 scores of <70. This cut-off is slightly
higher than the Bayley-3 cognitive/language cut-off of <80
found in preterm infants suggested by Moore et al.13 This
may be due to differences in the developmental skill
spectrum between the two different clinical cohorts.

The Bayley-3 was administered in strict adherence with
its instructions. The order of the Bayley-3 items was not
altered. As item order is required to be followed as closely
as possible rather than exactly,9 Bayley-2 items were inter-
spersed on an individual basis to maximize motivation and
minimize fatigue. This methodology has the advantage of
being more counterbalanced than previous study methods
that have included assessment on different days, estimating
Bayley-3 or Bayley-2 scores or administering relevant
Bayley-2 items after Bayley-3.

Higher Bayley-3 scores were not unexpected since com-
parison of scores in typically developing infants in the stan-
dardization sample revealed mean Bayley-3 composite
scores to be 7 points higher than Bayley-2 index scores.
Inclusion of children with mild impairment (10%) in the
Bayley-3 standardization sample, together with the inclusion
of proportionately more (16%) Hispanic Americans, have
been implicated as the most likely causes of generally higher
Bayley-3 scores.10,13,14 Previous cohort studies reporting a
higher mean Bayley-3 Cognitive Composite score than
mean Bayley-2 MDI scores have found differences ranging
from 3 to 18 points,10,12–14,16 probably relating to methodo-
logical and cohort differences between studies. We report
median scores and found a 7-point difference between the
Bayley-3 Cognitive Composite score and the Bayley-2 MDI
with higher Bayley-3 scores (Table II). This is similar to a

Table III: Correlation between Bayley-2 Index and Bayley-3 Composite scores with equations derived from linear regression analysis

x(n=61) y Pearson r Regression equation SD residuals

Bayley-2 MDI Bayley-3 CC 0.86 47.093+(0.597)x 7.444
Bayley-3 CC Bayley-2 MDI �35.065+(1.234)x 10.698
Bayley-2 MDI Bayley-3 LC 0.91 34.916+(0.704)x 6.824
Bayley-3 LC Bayley-2 MDI �25.230+(1.1684)x 8.789
Bayley-2 MDI Bayley-3 CLC 0.96 40.848+(0.653)x 4.211
Bayley-3 CLC Bayley-2 MDI �49.472+(1.399)x 6.166
Bayley-2 PDI Bayley-3 MC 0.87 35.410+(0.778)x 7.665
Bayley-3 MC Bayley-2 PDI �15.766+(0.984)x 8.62
Bayley-2 PDI Bayley-3 mMC 0.93 31.246+(0.787)x 5.55
Bayley-3 mMC Bayley-2 PDI �23.280+(1.098)x 6.554

Bayley-2, Bayley Scales of Infant Development, Second Edition; Bayley-3, Bayley Scales of Infant and Toddler Development, Third Edition;
CC, Cognitive Composite; CLC, Cognitive and Language Composite; LC, Language Composite; MC, Motor Composite; MDI, Mental
Developmental Index; mMC, modified Motor Composite; PDI, Psychomotor Developmental Index; SD, standard deviation.
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Figure 3: Bayley-2 Psychomotor Developmental Index (PDI) scores ver-
sus Bayley-3 modified Motor Composite (mMC) scores (n=61). Solid line
represents line of regression �23.28 + (1.098) 9 Bayley-3 mMC and the
dotted line represents confidence intervals 1SD (6.554) of the residuals.
On the y-axis a red line at 70 indicates the cut-off value for Bayley-2 PDI
below which infants are classified as having severe motor delay (�2SD
from the normal mean value of 100). On the x-axis both 70 and 85 are
marked with red lines. Only four children are classified with severe delay
using Bayley-2 <70 as a cut-off. Bayley-3 <85 and Bayley-2 <70 classify
the same infants (except three) as having severe motor delay. For more
accurate estimation of Bayley-2 PDI from Bayley-3 mMC, conversion
equations from regression analysis can be applied.
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recent study reporting median scores in which a 9-point dif-
ference between the Bayley-2 MDI and the Bayley-3 Cogni-
tive Composite score was found.15 The Bayley-2 MDI in
our cohort had a slightly stronger correlation with the
Bayley-3 Language Composite score than the Cognitive
Composite score, as identified in previous studies.10,13 In
common with two previous studies,13,16 we found the differ-
ence between Bayley-3 cognitive/language scores and the
Bayley-2 MDI to be greater at the lower end of ability range
– using the regression line where scores correspond (see
Fig. 2), the Bayley-3 CLC score is 22 points higher than a
Bayley-2 MDI score equivalent of 50 compared with only 5
points higher when it corresponds to a Bayley-2 score of
100. This was also true for motor score comparisons but to a
lesser degree (see Fig. 3). As the focus of this study is on
those infants scoring <70, greater discrepancies between test
editions at the lower end of ability range are of particular
concern because of the large numbers of infants at high risk
of severe degrees of cognitive and motor impairment in neu-
roprotection trials.

Fewer previous studies have made comparisons of Bay-
ley-2 and Bayley-3 motor scores.10,12,15 Two further stud-
ies compared motor outcome measured using different test
versions in different eras.14,22 Bayley-3 Motor Composite
scores were found to be higher than the Bayley-2 PDI with
average differences ranging between 6 to 10
points.10,12,14,22 Our cohort had considerably higher
Bayley-3 Motor Composite scores compared with the Bay-
ley-2 PDI (see Table II). This is similar in magnitude to
the 18-point higher Motor Composite score found in
Australian term control infants compared with the Bayley-
3 reference population mean of 100 and the 14-point
higher median Bayley-3 Motor Composite score compared
to Bayley-2 PDI found in a preterm cohort.15

Closer examination of motor subtest scores show our
cohort at 18 months to have a mean Bayley-3 Fine Motor
Scaled score well above the expected Bayley-3 USA norm-
referenced mean of 10, whereas the mean Bayley-3 Gross
Motor Scaled score was below the norm mean (Table II).
Higher than expected Fine Motor Scaled scores would inflate
the Bayley-3 Motor Composite score in relation to the Bay-
ley-2 PDI which contains relatively few fine motor items and
may explain the substantial difference between motor scores
in our cohort. Higher than average Bayley-3 Fine Motor and
lower than average Gross Motor Scaled scores have been
found in UK-23 and Australian-based11 samples of typically
developing infants. This may suggest cultural differences in
gross and fine motor development in typically developing
infants and warrants further investigation.

The first investigation of the predictive validity of the
Bayley-3 Motor Composite score has recently been per-
formed and found to underestimate later rates of motor
impairment at 4 years on the Movement ABC-2 in preterm
infants.24 However, there is also evidence to suggest that
the Bayley-2 may overestimate impairment, particularly in
relation to motor development.22,25,26 A study comparing
preterm infant outcome during different eras of Bayley
Scales use found Bayley-2 MDI and PDI scores to be
lower than when using either previous or later editions.22

A lack of concurrent validity has been found between Bay-
ley-2 PDI and the Peabody Developmental Motor Scale II
(PDMS-2)25 but a strong correlation was found between
Bayley-3 Motor Composite scores and the PDMS-2.26

Moreover, Bayley-2 motor raw scores in preterm infants
showed very stable increases from 6 to 24 months,27 but
following correction using Bayley-2 norm data, the result-
ing Bayley-2 PDI scores were unstable over the same time
period. These findings suggest that the Bayley-2 may have
underestimated motor performance and of note is that
eight out of the 11 children with a Bayley-2 PDI of <70 in
our cohort were independently ambulant at 18 months,
whereas only three of the six children with Bayley-3 mMC
scores of <70 were ambulant at 18 months. The absence of
a typically developing control group in our study means
we cannot conclude whether Bayley-3 underestimates and/
or whether Bayley-2 overestimates developmental ability.
Additional study of the long-term outcome of this cohort
is required to determine which test version is the better
predictor of motor and cognitive outcome.

Our Bayley Scale comparison findings in infants with
neonatal encephalopathy add to recent studies that have
identified higher scores using Bayley-3 Composite scores
compared with Bayley-2 Index scores. In particular, we
found that differences were more marked for motor devel-
opment and for both motor and cognitive development in
children of lower ability. We provide regression equations
for infants with neonatal encephalopathy treated with
hypothermia to convert mental and motor Bayley-2 Index
scores to Bayley-3 Cognitive, Language and Motor
Composite scores and vice versa if continuous data are
required. The Bayley-3 cut-off <70 resulted in fewer

Table IV: Proportions of cohort with different score classifications accor-
ding to observed and estimated Bayley-2 Index and Bayley-3 Composite
scores (n=61)

Disability classifications
Observed

scores n (%)
Estimated

scoresa n (%)

Severe (<70)
Bayley-3 CLC 3 (5) 4 (7)
Bayley-3 mMC 4 (7) 5 (8)
Bayley-2 MDI 10 (16) 10 (16)
Bayley-2 PDI 11 (18) 13 (21)

Moderate (>70–84)
Bayley-3 CLC 7 (11) 5 (8)
Bayley-3 mMC 9 (14) 6 (10)
Bayley-2 MDI 14 (23) 12 (20)
Bayley-2 PDI 22 (36) 20 (33)

None (>85)
Bayley-3 CLC 51 (84) 52 (85)
Bayley-3 mMC 48 (79) 50 (82)
Bayley-2 MDI 37 (61) 39 (64)
Bayley-2 PDI 28 (46) 28 (46)

aEstimated from linear regression equations. Bayley-2, Bayley Scales
of Infant Development, Second Edition; Bayley-3, Bayley Scales of
Infant and Toddler Development, Third Edition; CLC, Cognitive and
Language Composite; mMC, modified Motor Composite; MDI, Men-
tal Developmental Index; PDI, Psychomotor Developmental Index.
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children classified with severe delay compared with the
Bayley-2. When comparing Bayley-3 Composite scores
with Bayley-2 Index scores of <70 in neuroprotection trials
for infants with neonatal encephalopathy, we recommend
that a Bayley-3 threshold of <85 may be more appropriate
as the cut-off for severe disability.
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